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Mechanical and electrical coupling at nanoscale metallic contacts was investigated using a
conducting-probe atomic force microscope �AFM�. The current-voltage responses were non-Ohmic,
symmetric about zero bias, with conductance values smaller than the quantum conductance limit,
which indicate electron tunneling through an insulating layer. Using a self-consistent contact
mechanics model and a parabolic tunneling model for thin insulating layers, we determined the
contact area, barrier height, and barrier thickness as a function of applied contact load. The results
suggest the presence of two insulating layers: an oxide layer on the AFM tip and an organic
contaminant layer on the metallic surface. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3009211�

Micro- and nanoscale mechanical contacts are antici-
pated to play a large role as electrical switches in advanced
radio frequency1,2 and microwave3 communication devices
and as electrical junctions in nanoelectronics applications.4

For example, the superior performance characteristics of mi-
croelectromechanical systems �MEMS�-based switches rela-
tive to semiconductor-based switches, including linearity
�i.e., Ohmic behavior�, small insertion loss and power con-
sumption, small size, and decreased cost, are expected to
lead to their use in cellular phones for controlling power and
switching between antenna banks.1,2,5–7 The Ohmic conduc-
tance arises from large numbers of metal-metal junctions
formed at contacts between asperities on the electrodes. Each
asperity contact supports a load of �1 �N and contributes
�10 mS to the conductance of the switch. Such contacts are
well described by quasicontinuum models of conduction that
include diffuse and ballistic electron motion through
constrictions.7,8 At the other extreme, atomic-scale metallic
junctions exhibit discrete conductance values quantized in
terms of G0=2e2 /h=77 �S, the quantum unit of conduc-
tance, where e is the electron charge and h is Planck’s
constant.9,10 The characteristic contact load associated with
such atomic-scale junctions is �1 nN, the force required to
break a single atomic bond. Nanoelectromechanical systems
switches and junctions utilize contact loads between the
�1 �N of MEMS devices and the �1 nN of atomic-scale
junctions. An early study11 revealed the essential features of
the mechanical and electrical coupling at nanoscale metallic
contacts: the conductance values were significantly less than
G0, the current �I�-voltage �V� characteristics were markedly
nonlinear but symmetric about zero bias, and the I-V behav-
ior depended significantly on the contact load, with increas-
ing load leading to increased conductance. Subsequent stud-
ies using ultrahigh vacuum �UHV� conducting-probe atomic
force microscopy �AFM� or related techniques of
metal-metal12–16 and semiconductor-metal13,17 nanoscale
contacts, in which the insulating barrier material was either
adventitious12,14 or formed deliberately using organic

molecular12,16 or inorganic passivation15 films, revealed simi-
lar behavior: extremely small conductance values and non-
linear I-V behavior indicative of a tunneling mechanism.
Here, we extend consideration of nanoscale metal-insulator-
metal contacts and demonstrate a method that allows tunnel-
ing barrier parameters to be measured as a function of ap-
plied contact force. The mechanical measurements are
analyzed using the self-consistent Maugis–Dugdale �M-D�
contact model.18 As in previous work, the electrical current is
coupled to the contact area extracted from the mechanical
analysis, but a parabolic tunneling-barrier conductance
model,19 appropriate to a metal-insulator-metal contact in
which the insulator is extremely thin, is used to analyze the
electrical measurements.

Mechanical and electrical measurements were performed
using an AFM in UHV �base pressure of 5�10−8 Pa�. The
contact electrodes consisted of an atomically smooth Au
�111� film on mica and a commercially available Si cantile-
ver with integrated tip coated with about 60 nm of Co fol-
lowed by 20 nm of Cr �tip radius was �15 nm�. The spring
constant of the cantilever in the normal direction was deter-
mined to be �0.12 N m−1 using the thermal fluctuation
method.20 The probe was grounded and the sample bias was
controlled during the experiments. A typical force-
displacement �F-d� trace is shown in Fig. 1. At various
points in the retraction cycle, cantilever displacement was
halted and I-V measurements performed. The sample bias
was swept from −1 to +1 V and the current recorded.

The contact area Ac at each of the loads was determined
using the M-D contact model. This model perturbs the Hert-
zian model of spherical contact by imposing a uniform
adhesive traction � in an annular zone of width d exterior
to the circular contact radius a. The M-D model can be
solved in a self-consistent manner for contact load and dis-
placement of the sphere toward the surface �. The sphere
radius R was taken as the tip radius, and the reduced modu-
lus of the contact, K=4 /3��1−�surface

2 � /Esurface+ �1−�probe
2 � /

Eprobe�, was determined using the Young’s moduli and Pois-
son’s ratios �E and �� of Au �80 GPa and 0.42� and Cr �210
GPa and 0.30�. Using parameter normalizations of A
=a / ��wR2 /K�1/3, P=F /�wR, �=� / ��2w2R /K2�1/3, S
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=� / ��wK2 /8R�1/3, and C= ��1+d /a�2−1�1/2, the M-D rela-
tions for load and sphere displacement are written as

P = A3 − SA2�C + �C2 + 1�tan−1 C� , �1�

� = A2 − 4
3SAC , �2�

and

1
2SA2�C + �C2 − 1�tan−1 C�

+ 4
3S2A�C tan−1 C + 1 − �C2 − 1�1/2� = 1. �3�

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. �1�–�3� at the pull-off load
yielded a work of adhesion of w=120 mJ m−2. Equations
�1�–�3� were then solved using this value of w to determine
Ac as a function of F.

Using these contact areas, the variations in current den-
sity J= I /Ac with bias were determined for each load as de-
picted in Fig. 2. I-V behavior was strongly dependent on the

contact load, with increased contact load leading to increased
conductance. In addition, the I-V responses were non-Ohmic,
symmetric about zero bias, with conductance values smaller
than G0, which suggests that charge transport involved elec-
tron tunneling through an insulating layer. Hansen and
Brandbyge19 developed an approach to describe the I-V char-
acteristics of metal-insulator-metal tunneling junctions. The
method assumes a parabolic shape for the tunneling barrier;
an energy diagram for a parabolic tunneling barrier is shown
in Fig. 3. In the unbiased state, the Fermi energies EF of the
two electrodes are at the same energy level E, whereas in the
biased state, the Fermi levels are offset by eV, which enables
electrons to travel from left to right through the tunneling
barrier. The general formula for current due to tunneling is

I = GSTm�V�V =
�Ac

�F
2 G0Tm�V�V , �4�

where GS is the Sharvin conductance, �F is the Fermi wave-
length, and Tm�V� is the mean transmission probability aver-
aged over all electrons. For very thin barriers and at small
voltages, Tm�V��1. Thus, at this extreme, the I-V behavior
is described solely in terms of the Sharvin conductance or by
I=GSV. The transition to the Sharvin behavior is appropriate,
as the contact radius at each load is much less than the mean
free path, which is on the order of 10 nm for metals at room
temperature.21 In the presence of a realistic barrier, however,
Tm�V�	1. Using the Sommerfeld expansion,21 Tm�V�
�T0�V�+�T�V�, where T0�V� is the zero temperature mean
transmission and �T�V� is the temperature correction. Using
the extended parabolic barrier model,19

T0�V� =
1


2EFeV
�Li2�− exp�− 
�eV + �V − EF���

− Li2�− exp�− 
��V − EF���� �5�

and

�T�V� =
�2

6

�kBT�2

EFeV
	 1

1 + exp�
��V − EF��

−
1

1 + exp�
�eV + �V − EF��
 , �6�

where Li2�z� is the dilogarithm function, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the temperature, 
= ��2t /h��2m /�0�1/2, �V

=�0�1−eV /4�0�2 is the voltage-dependent maximum barrier
height, m is the mass of an electron, t is the barrier thickness,
and �0 is the zero bias barrier height. Adding Eqs. �5� and �6�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Load-displacement response of Co–Cr AFM tip
brought into contact with an Au surface. The arrows indicate loads at which
electrical conductance measurements were performed. The tip-surface con-
tact areas at these loads are indicated at the top of the plot.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Current density–voltage responses for Cr–Au con-
tacts at the contact loads indicated. Symbols represent measurements for a
single voltage sweep. Solid lines represent best fits to the data using a
parabolic-barrier tunneling model. The inset is a schematic diagram of the
electrical circuit used to obtain the data, showing positive sample bias.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the electron energy levels in metal-insulator-
metal structure in which the insulator forms a parabolic barrier for electron
tunneling between the metals. The dotted lines indicate the levels in the
unbiased state; the solid lines indicate the levels in a biased case �positive if
the sample of Fig. 2 is taken on the right�.
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and inserting the result into Eq. �4�, we arrive at an expres-
sion relating the I-V behavior to Ac, which can be used in
conjunction with Eqs. �1�–�3� to relate the I-V data to F. As
shown in Fig. 2, the parabolic tunneling model �solid lines�
was fit to the experimental data �symbols� with good agree-
ment, using t and �0-EF as the fitting parameters. The result-
ing values for t and �0-EF are shown in Fig. 4.

At small Ac, t decreased from 5.0 to 3.8 nm, while at
larger Ac, t remained relatively constant at 3.8 nm. One pos-
sible explanation for the change in behavior involves the
presence of two insulating layers: an oxide layer on the
Co–Cr tip and an organic contaminant layer on the Au sur-
face. In this scenario, the probe tip compresses the compliant
contaminant layer during the initial stages of contact. Even-
tually, the contaminant layer is squeezed out from between
the contacts, and the insulating layer consists mainly of the
oxide layer on the Cr surface, which is more difficult to
deform. Organic contaminants are known to rapidly adhere
to otherwise “clean” gold surfaces exposed to ambient con-
ditions. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy of our Au
surface revealed several peaks in the CH stretching region of
the spectra. In particular, we identified the CH2 symmetric
mode �s�CH2� at 2854 cm−1, the CH2 asymmetric mode
�a�CH2� at 2922 cm−1, and the CH3 asymmetric in-plane
mode, �a�CH3, ip�, at 2960 cm−1, which are indicative of
disordered, liquidlike organic monolayers.22 Furthermore,
using spectroscopic ellipsometry, the film thickness was
found to be 1.3�0.02 nm, assuming a refractive index of
nf =1.45 for the loosely packed hydrocarbon.22,23 The results
are in good agreement with Fig. 4, which suggests a film
thickness of 1.2 nm �t decreases from 5.0 to 3.8 nm over
small values of Ac�. Chromium thin films are known to
readily form native oxide layers under ambient conditions.24

In one study, the thickness of the oxide layer varied from 2 to
6 nm, with values depending on the thickness of the chro-
mium thin film and the underlying substrate material.25 It is
reasonable, therefore, to assume that the constant barrier

thickness of 3.8 nm at large Ac is due to an oxide layer on the
Co–Cr probe tip. As a final note, it is important to point out
that the extracted values for �0-EF exhibited the same trends
as those for t; �0-EF decreased from 0.85 to 0.45 eV for
small Ac and stayed constant at 0.45 eV for large Ac. Lewicki
and Mead26 showed that the potential barrier in a metal-
insulator-metal thin film structure increases as the insulator
thickness increases, which Simmons27 later attributed to deep
electron traps in the insulating layer.

In summary, we demonstrated a method to extract tun-
neling barrier parameters of metal-insulator-metal nanoscale
contacts. All I-V traces exhibited the same sigmoidal shape,
with values strongly dependent on the contact load. The bar-
rier thickness and height initially decreased and then re-
mained constant as the contact load increased, presumably
due to two different insulating films at the interface.
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FIG. 4. The variations in tunneling barrier thickness �left� and barrier height
�right, in terms of peak energy level above the metal Fermi levels� with
contact area of Cr-insulator-Au contacts. The schematic diagram depicts the
likely bilayer form of the insulating layer.
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